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21ST CENTURY SHOW # 65

SHOW OPEN, GRAPHIC AND MUSIC (1’08’’)

TEASES

Coming up on 21st Century… (2”)

[RUSSIA TEASE]

Getting a ride on Moscow’s famous metro system:
(SOUND UP: I have to dash from pillar to pillar to be as quick as I
can.) Why navigating life in Russia isn’t so easy when you’re
disabled. (13”)

[IRAQ TEASE]

In Iraq, a woman living between life and death. (SOUND UP:

Everyone thinks I am dead, except for my uncle. ) But a
guardian angel comes to her rescue … (see them hugging)
(SOUND UP: If I get her a divorce, she will be free. )
Meet the activists who are building democracy in Iraq. … one
case at a time. (22”)
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ANCHOR INTRO #1 (”)

Hello, and welcome to 21st Century. I’m Daljit Dhaliwal. (4”)

[ INTRO : A New Vision for Russia]

If you can’t get on a train or enter a building because you are disabled it isn’t just

an inconvenience – it’s a denial of a human right. Today we meet two activists in

Moscow whose own disabilities have made them all the more determined to

bring about change. (17”)

A NEW VISION FOR RUSSIA (13.48)

VIDEO AUDIO

ANATOLIY AT HOME,

ANATOLIY IN TRAFFIC

ANATOLIY GETS OFF METRO

TRAIN

ANATOLIY NAVIGATES ALONG

PLATFORM

NARRATION:

It’s almost time for the daily commute – Anatoliy

Popko grabs a coffee – and says goodbye to

his baby daughter. (10’)

Now he enters the city’s intimidating metro

system. (3’)

ANATOLIY (In English):

“Once I exit the train I have to listen carefully…

then I have to be real careful moving around.”

(7’)

NARRATION:

That takes courage because Anatoliy can’t see

– he’s been blind since childhood. (8’)

ANATOLIY (In English):
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ANATOLIY IN METRO AND OUT IN

CITY

ANATOLIY ENTERS BUS

GENERAL SHOTS MOSCOW

ARCHIVE BOYS IN INSTITUTION

ARCHIVE: CITY OF BLIND FILM

“I have to dash sometimes from pillar to pillar to

be as quick as I can.” (4’)

NARRATION:

29-year-old Anatoliy is one of the very few blind

or disabled people to attempt to navigate the

metro or even head out onto Moscow’s streets.

According to the United Nations, Russia’s 13

million people with disabilities face not only

physical barriers – like hard to access public

transport and buildings - but also widespread

prejudice and discrimination. (23’)

Many are deprived of job opportunities: 90

percent of the nation’s disabled people are

unemployed. (6’)

ANATOLIY (In English):

“If you walk downtown Moscow, you probably

will not see any disabled person for hours. Or

maybe you will not see one at all.”(9’)

NARRATION:

Historically, people in Russia with a range of

disabilities were sent to institutions– like these

blind children in the early twentieth century –

when the Tsar still reigned. Here children

learned traditional skills like weaving and brail –

but their lives were strictly regimented. (17’)

In the Soviet era, thousands were housed in

large, isolated, purpose-built communities –

such as this so-called “city of the blind” on the

outskirts of Moscow – its concrete apartment

blocks are now partly abandoned - it’s
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BLIND WORKERS AT FACTORY,

MOSCOW

ANATOLIY PHOTOS AS

CHILD/MOATHER INTERVIEW

remaining elderly residents left to wander its

paths. (17’)

And today, the marginalization continues – the

blind people who can find work often have no

choice but to spend their working lives carrying

out menial tasks – like these employees

assembling light bulbs at a factory in Moscow.

(15’)

For Anatoliy, his life changed completely when

he went blind at the age of 12. (6’)

ANATOLIY’S MOTHER (In Russian):

“I don’t like to talk about that day – there were

lots of tears shed - I left him in the clinic.” (5’)

NARRATION:

Doctors told Anatoliy’s mother, that her son had

detached retinas in both eyes because of an

inherited condition. (7’)

ANATOLIY’S MOTHER (In Russian):

“I saw the rows of trees and I realized he would

never see them again.” (4’)

NARRATION:

For a whole year, Anatoliy didn’t even go to

school. (4’)

ANATOLIY’S MOTHER (In Russian):

“He lay down and kept lying down all the time,

while I sat on the floor in the kitchen and

cried…. Practically the entire year he lay down,

face to the wall. Being 12 years old, he had
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ANATOLIY VISITS MOSCOW

STATE UNIVERSITY

nothing to interest him.” (14’)

NARRATION:

But finally Anatoliy found something he could

do. It was a small start – but it proved to be a

turning point. (7’)

ANATOLIY’S MOTHER (In Russian):

“There was a moment when he said he did not

want to live and become a burden to the family.

The only thing I could think to say was, “Why

don’t you help me?” …He asked what he could

do. I said that he could wash dishes. After that

he mastered dishwashing and he became the

best in the family.” (18)

NARRATION:

At thirteen Anatoliy returned to school and

began to excel. He went on to enroll at the

highly prestigious Moscow State University,

where he studied public administration. Today

he returns for the first time in four years with his

brother, and it brings up feelings. (18’)

ANATOLIY (In English):

“Old memories – Oh my, I’m going to cry

now…(laughs) (as enters gates)” (4)

NARRATION:

Anatoliy recalls being one of a handful of blind

students among tens of thousands.(5’)

ANATOLIY (In English):

“Every once in a while I’d meet a person who

said I don’t like disabled people – I don’t like
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you around here – you make me upset … so

just leave, just go somewhere and don’t be

around. (15’)

NARRATION:

But this simply fuelled Anatoliy’s determination

to change attitudes. He graduated from

university in 2007 convinced that every person

with a disability has the right to live an active

life in a tolerant, fully integrated society. (16’)

ANATOLIY (In English):

“It’s quite an ordinary approach for us, to blame

blindness for all of our problems. ‘I’m lonely

because I’m blind’, I can’t go to work’ ‘I can’t get

employed because I’m blind’ ‘I can’t be happy

because I’m blind’…

I try not to concentrate on that.  I’m trying to

make myself see it as a technical problem.”

(22’)

NARRATION:

And so he joined the All Russia Association of

the Blind – intent on opening up the world for

blind people. His search for solutions led him to

discover an ingenious new technology

developed thousands of miles away in Canada

and Western Europe – a device that gives the

blind a freedom and independence they’ve

never experienced before.(20’)

ANATOLIY (In English):

“Here we go – it found 9 satellites right away.”

(3’)
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ANATOLIY DEMONSTRATES GPS

ANATOLIY DEMONSTRATES

VOICE RECOGNITION

NARRATION:

The satellites transmit the user’s exact position

to a receiver. (3.5’)

ANATOLIY (In English):

“Now it tells me it’s a park.” (3’)

NARRATION:

And then, combining with a cell-phone, a voice

gives the user directions to follow – right down

to the last detail – in Anatoliy’s case, it tells him

exactly where to turn in a city park. (12’)

ANATOLIY (In English):

“… yeah 10 metres at 7 oclock – so this point,

here we go..” (5’)

NARRATION:

Anatoliy also found this remarkable tool. – a

new mode of communication that vastly

increases the reach of the blind. (9’)

This voice recognition software developed over

the past two decades in the US enables users

to harness the almost limitless information

available on the internet – including e-mail to

any part of the planet. (13’)

ANATOLIY (In English):

“I’m going through the e-mails that are in my

inbox. 13 messages altogether.” (9’)

NARRATION:

A voice reads out every word that Anatoliy’s

cursor passes over. (4’)
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ANATOLIY (In English):

“Scent of a Woman MP3, 134 megabytes

actually – then here’s another link so listen to

these commentaries on line…” (9’)

SOUND UP:

(Voice recognition system reads out text)

NARRATION:

When he writes, he can hear every letter he hits

on his keyboard – and even his mistakes are

corrected. (6’)

SOUND UP:

(Voice recognition system reads out text)

NARRATION:

This access is a game-changer for the blind,

connecting them to global networks and

allowing them to enter today’s information-

driven job markets. (pause) But it’s not just

about work…(14’)

SOUND UP:

(Voice recognition system reads out text

NARRATION:

Now the blind can also enjoy a movie – this

audio version of the Hollywood film Scent of a

Woman, describes what can be seen on screen

at every moment. (10’)

ANATOLIY (In English):

“This lady – she’s commenting on the film and
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ANATOLIY PLAYING TABLE

TENNIS

ANATOLIY SHOOTING

EVGENIYA AT TV STATION

PHOTO AS MODEL

she says ‘you see the blue and pink sky and

the college campus, consisting of buildings that

are made of yellow and brown brick walls.” (19’)

“They are making fun of me.” (2’)

NARRATION:

 “Watching” a movie, he says, makes him part

of the community’s conversation – and bringing

the blind into the community also means taking

part in leisure activities - like this version of

table tennis – (12’)

and even shooting, (1.5’)

Here –  a sound signal in his ear tells him if he

is hitting the target. (3’)

But Anatoliy’s goal is to change Russia not just

for blind people – but for all people with

disabilities. (6’)

EVGENIYA (In Russian):

“When you go out people stare at you as if you

are an alien or something.” (4’)

NARRATION:

At one time, the physical and psychological

barriers facing 26-year-old Evgeniya

Voskoboynikova seemed all but

insurmountable. 5 years ago she was working

as a model, but a car accident caused by a

drunk driver left her with a broken spine. (16.5’)

EVGENIYA (In Russian):
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EVGENIYA INTERVIEWING

EVGENIYA CARRIED

DOWNSTAIRS IN WHEELCHAIR

MOSCOW STREET SCENES

“At that time it was not possible to think about

anything. When it happened, I had only one

goal – to survive somehow. Because doctors

gave me almost no chance of recovering – they

said I barely had half a year to live, and that I

would hardly be able to sit up - let alone walk.”

(20’)

NARRATION:

Today, she has landed a job as a reporter with

Moscow-based TV Rain, interviewing

presidents and politicians and broadcasting

about the environment. She could hardly be

more visible, (pause) but even this elegantly

designed, state of the art TV studio, doesn’t

have a functioning elevator after 6pm - once

the operator goes home. This is the only

solution for Evgeniya. (31’)

EVGENIYA (In Russian):

“I wish that people with disabilities were

involved in the process of planning for

buildings, and maybe included in the drafting of

construction standards.” (11’)

NARRATION:

There are signs that Evgeniya’s wish for greater

access is starting to be fulfilled. Moscow has

declared that it will be “barrier-free” by 2020 –

meaning that people in wheelchairs should be

able to enter any public building or facility. The

city’s minister for social security Vladimir

Petrosyan. (18’)

VLADIMIR PETROSYAN (In Russian):
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MOSCOW MINISTER

UN ARCHIVE

FASHION SHOW WITH ANATOLIY

AND EVGENIYA

PHOTO OF EVGENIYA IN

WHEELCHAIR AS MODEL

“When we create a barrier-free environment we

will start to see these people among us on the

streets – at bus stops, in clinics, in shops, in

theatres, in parks and other places. This by

itself will help create a tolerant attitude among

Muscovites, treating them like equals.” (17’)

NARRATION:

Another major shift – this time on the national

level - came in 2008 when the Russian

Federation signed the UN Convention on the

Rights of Persons with Disabilities – and there’s

hope the government will soon ratify it, helping

push the country toward greater social

integration. (18’)

It’s a hope that both Anatoliy and Evgeniya are

resolved to build on, by acting as agents of

change in today’s Russia. Together they host

this fashion show for people with disabilities.

(13’)

It’s a step, they believe, toward altering

perceptions – and creating new openings. (5’)

EVGENIYA (In Russian):

“The things we achieve today we will pass on to

future generations. I think that, in time, we will

be able to achieve 100% integration - sooner or

later, and heaven knows at what price, but we

will have it.” (14’)

NARRATION:

For Anatoliy, his life has shifted again with the

birth of his daughter – ten-month-old Polina.
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ANATOLIY WITH DAUGHTER

Her arrival means new responsibility as a father

and a new focus on the future. (14’)

At heart, he hopes his daughter’s life will be

shaped by the same spirit as his own. (5’)

ANATOLIY (In English):

“Independence is something inside my head

pretty much. (pause) Cause I feel myself,

independent and that pretty much means if I

want to do something then I just…do it.” (16’)

MUSIC (14”)

ANCHOR INTRO #2 (’”)

[IRAQ :  Saving Noor : Women’s rights in Iraq]

Iraq’s elections have helped move it towards democracy, but the on-going

violence, extremism and chaos still threaten the nation’s most vulnerable

citizens: women and children. Amid this turmoil, many courageous Iraqis are

striving to protect their human rights. (18”)
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SCRIPT – SEGMENT # 2 (08’20”)

SAVING NOOR : WOMEN’S RIGHTS IN IRAQ

VIDEO AUDIO

MARKET SCENES

COVERED WOMAN WALKING

SET UP NOOR

NOOR ON CAMERA

NOOR LOOKING OUT OF THE

WINDOW

NOOR ON CAMERA

NARRATION:

Many women in Iraq cover their faces in public

for cultural and religious reasons.  But Noor has

a different motive:  she doesn’t want to be seen

in public because, as far as most people know,

she is dead. (16’)

NOOR : (In Iraqi)

“Everyone thinks I am dead, except for my

Uncle.  I haven’t seen my Mom in 8 months.

They also told her I am dead.” (10’)

NARRATION:

19-year-old Noor says there were times when

she would have welcomed death. She has tried

to kill herself several times. (9’)

Noor (In Iraqi):

“I used to bring a knife to cut my arteries or I

would soak myself with gasoline.  All I needed

was the lighter to set myself on fire.”(8.5’)

NARRATION:

Noor is a young woman with virtually no legal

rights in a country still struggling after the fall of

Saddam Hussein.  But she found a champion
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NOOR ON HER BED

SADDAM’S STATUE FALLING

GVS OF WOMEN ACTIVISTS

OUTSIDE THE OFFICE

GVS BASRA STREETS

NOOR ON CAMERA

MARKET SCENES

NOOR ON CAMERA

MORE MARKET SCENES

NOOR LOOKING OUT OF THE

WINDOW

among the activists who are working to

transform Iraq into a nation of empowered

citizens. She now has the courage to tell her

story. (21’)

Noor’s troubled life began in this impoverished

section of Basra, Iraq’s southernmost city.  Her

parents separated when she was a baby but

when Noor was 16, her estranged father came

back into her life. (15’)

Noor (In Iraqi):

“One of my father’s friends had loaned him 3

million dinars.  He didn’t have the money to pay

him so he gave me to him.”(10’)

NARRATION:

This amount of 2500 US dollars made Noor his

fourth wife. She says even after she gave birth

to a baby girl, her husband was violent and

abusive. (9’)

Noor (In Iraqi)

“I was sleeping in my bed and he pointed a gun

to my head.  He was so drunk and didn’t know

what he was doing. He did it twice.” (8’)

NARRATION:

In 2009, the United Nations reported that the

vast majority of Iraqi women regularly face

domestic violence and many attempt suicide

because of it. (11’)

And as bad as things were for Noor, they were

about to get much worse. When her husband
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CLOSE UP NOORS HANDS

NOOR ON CAMERA

MAN WALKING IN STREET

NOOR ON CAMERA

NOOR LOOKING OUT OF THE

WINDOW

NOOR DOING KITCHEN WORK

SET UP NOOR WITH FATIMA

FATIMA ON CAMERA HUGGING

NOOR

spotted an unfamiliar number on a mobile

phone, he accused her of calling a male

stranger. (13’)

Noor (In Iraqi):

“I kept swearing that nothing happened but he

didn’t believe me.”(3.5)

NARRATION:

Noor’s husband returned her to her father’s

house and vented his anger on her.(5’)

Noor (In Iraqi)

“…  He beat me so hard that my skin split open

and my blood splattered all over.” (5’)

NARRATION:

Noor’s father was prepared to execute her for

dishonouring the family but an uncle stepped in

and pleaded for her life.  Still her father told

everyone he’d killed her to preserve the family

honour. (14’)

So Noor was forced into hiding and her baby

was taken from her. At this, the darkest

moment of her life, Noor had a stroke of luck.

Her uncle found someone to take her in:

Fatima Al Bahadli, a women’s rights activist

who opened her home, and her heart, to Noor.

(21’)

Fatima (In Iraqi):

“She’s my daughter and she will stay mine.”(3’)

Fatima (In Iraqi):
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NOOR CRYING WHILE

FATIMAS HUGS HER

FATIMA AND NOOR IN THE

KITCHEN

BASRA STREET SCENE

MARKEKT SCENE

WOMAN CARRYING GOODS ON

HER HEAD

GVS AL FIRDAWS CENTRE

FATIMA ON CAMERA

Why are you crying? I want you to be strong.”

(2.5)

NARRATION:

After so much pain, Noor finally feels loved and

protected. (5’)

Noor (In Iraqi):

“I feel a mother’s love.  I haven’t felt that for a

very long time.” (4’)

NARRATION

Fatima advocates for Iraqi women to have a

greater say in their lives, especially those who,

like Noor, grew up in a conservative region of

the country. (10’)

Fatima (In Iraqi):

“There are practices of great oppression

against women in those areas, so the women

and children don’t get educated.

What’s more, they have outdated traditions

such as tribal killings and revenge killings.  As a

result women become victims.”(16’)

NARRATION

Fatima’s mission is to help those women

through her center, Al-Firdaws , which is

supported by the United Nations Democracy

Fund.” (8’)

Fatima (In Iraqi):

“We help women by providing educational and

awareness programs that tell her that she has

rights.”(7’)
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CHILDREN IN THE STREETS

FATIMA ON CAMERA

FATIMA IN HER OFFICE

PEOPLE VOTING

WAII ON CAMERA

WAII IN HIS OFFICE

WAII TRAINING MEN AND WOMEN

WAII ON CAMERA

NARRATION:

Al-Firdaws fights for laws to protect the civil and

religious rights of all Iraqi women and children.

(8)

Fatima (In Iraqi):

“I have ten cases of women who got married

only according to Islamic rules but not legally.

They have children but because the marriage is

not registered, these children can’t get legal

documents so they can’t go to school.” (14)

NARRATION:

Fatima’s center is part of the “Iraq Civil Action

Network” or ICAN, a coalition that promotes

democracy.(7’)

Waii (In Iraqi)

“Democracy in Iraq will take a long time and will

require everyone’s efforts.”(5’)

NARRATION:

Waii Al-Jibouli, an attorney, heads ICAN. Also

funded by the United Nations Democracy Fund,

it trains men and women to add their voices to

Iraq’s  fledgling democracy. (13’)

Waii (In Iraqi):

“In any transition, there will be some gains and

losses but in Iraq, there are more gains

because now we can express our opinions,

establish institutions, organizations and parties

that used to be taboo.” (15’)
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FATIMA AND NOOR SITTING ON

THE FLOOR EATING

FATIMA LOCKING THE OUTER

GATE OF THE HOUSE

FATIMA IN THE BACK OF CAR

NOOR AND FATIMA TALKING

FATIMA SEES THE TEXT

MESSAGE ON HER PHONE

SHEIKH ON CAMERA

NARRATION

Fatima too sees progress in her country. She

says to make progress for Noor, they asked a

local sheikh to grant her a religious divorce

because her marriage was never recorded by

civil authorities.(14’)

Fatima (In Iraqi):

“If I get her a divorce, then she will be free and

not connected to a husband.” (5.5’)

NARRATION

Meanwhile, Fatima is so concerned about

Noor’s safety that she locks her in the house

whenever she leaves. (8’)

Fatima (In Iraqi):

I always worry that someone might come and

know she’s in the house and kill her. (5’)

(phone rings)

NARRATION

After several weeks of waiting, Fatima and

Noor finally got the message they’d been

hoping for. (6’)

Fatima (In Iraqi):

“Should I give you the good news?  I just got a

message from the Sheikh telling me that soon

Noor is getting the divorce papers.” (9’)

Sheikh (In Iraqi):

“The thing God dislikes most is divorce, but it

doesn’t apply to Noor because she is a young
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GV OF MOSQUES

SHEIKH ON CAMERA

CLOSE UP NOOR’S FACE

PRISON CELLS

BACK SHOT OF NOOR

SILLHOUETTE SHOT OF NOOR

NOOR WATERING PLANTS IN THE

GARDEN

NOOR WITH FATIMA WALKING

STREET SHOTS OF KIDS

girl who was abused by her father and then by

her husband.” (14’)

NARRATION

Sheikh Saad Al-Hussainy says Islamic law

does not sanction a marriage like Noor’s. (5.5’)

Sheikh (In Iraqi):

“Islam orders a man to respect the wife but if I

start abusing her by hitting her and starving

her, this is not marriage.” (14’)

NARRATION:

But Noor is still waiting for justice. Her father

and husband were recently imprisoned for

counterfeiting and other illegal activities, but

they have not been held accountable for their

brutality towards her. (16’)

Noor (In Iraqi)”

“When I was told they were in prison. I was very

happy, as happy as if I had seen my daughter -

because now I have hope that I will see her.”

(10’)

NARRATION:

Noor also has hope that she can finally restart

her life. Meanwhile Fatima is one of thousands

of activists who are fighting to transform Iraq

into a country of laws and political

participation... a democratic Iraq whose future

is still being written. (19’)
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TAG
Since our story, Noor has moved away from Basra.  She is being sheltered by activists

in northern Iraq. (7”)

TEASE
Coming up on a future episode of 21st Century……..
A surprising group of migrants in Mexico, a long way from home (Joao “I miss my

parents very much, very more, more than ever).  Their past is often tragic, their

future uncertain. (28”)

CLOSE
And that’s all for this edition of 21st century. Sharing the world’s
stories, I’m Daljit Dhaliwal. We’ll see you next time, until then goodbye. (10”)
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